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A HYPERBOLIC GCM LIE ALGEBRA

AND THE FIBONACCI NUMBERS1

ALEX JAY FEINGOLD

Abstract. The Fibonacci numbers are found to be involved with the Weyl-

Macdonald-Kac denominator formula for a certain rank 2 Generalized Cartan

Matrix Lie algebra.

Introduction. Since their independent introduction by Kac [2], [3] and Moody [8],

[9] there has been increasing interest in the Generalized Cartan Matrix (GCM) Lie

algebras because of their connections with other parts of mathematics (see [4]). For

instance, the Macdonald identities [7] were shown to be the "denominator

formula" for the Euclidean GCM Lie algebras [3], [10]. We are concerned here with

an algebra which falls into the class of algebras called "hyperbolic", whose root

systems were studied by Moody in [11]. An exciting connection was recently found

by Lepowsky and Moody in [6] between the rank 2 hyperbolic GCM Lie algebras

and Hubert modular surfaces with respect to a real quadratic field. For one of

these algebras the quadratic field is Q(Vs ). In this paper we show that the

Fibonacci numbers are intimately related to this algebra by using them to express

the Weyl-Macdonald-Kac denominator formula (§2). We do not compute the root

multiplicities, but see §3.

1. Preliminaries. The following preliminaries may be found in [6]. A 2 X 2

integral matrix (aiy) of the form

/  2       «12 \

U,    2 ;
where ax2, a2x < 0 and ax2a2x > 4 is called a rank 2 hyperbolic GCM. It gives rise to

a Lie algebra g' with generators ex, e2,fx,f2, hx, h2 and relations

[/i,., e,] = ayej,    [h,,fj] = -ajj,    [h¡, hj] = 0,

[e„fj] = Oyhj   for/,jG {1,2}, and

(ad e,)"**1*) - 0 - (ad/,)-^   for i ¥>j.

If Z = Za, + Za2 is a rank 2 free abelian group, one gives g' a Z-grading by

setting deg e¡ = «„ deg/ = -a, and deg h¡ = 0 for i = 1, 2. If h' = RA, + RA2
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then those ß E Z for which the degree space g'B is nonzero are called the roots of g'

with respect to A'. Let A be the set of all roots of g'. One knows that g'0 = h', a E A

implies — a E A, and m'a = dim g'a is finite for all a E A. If we define the set A+ of

positive roots to be A n (Z+ax + Z+a2) — {0} and the set A- of negative roots to be

— A+ then A = A+ u {0} u A- and g' has the root-space decomposition g' =

2aEA+ g'a © 2aeA- g'a © A'.

The GCM Lie algebra we want to work with is g = g'/r, where r is the unique

maximal ideal of g'. It is known that if g'ß =£ 0 then gB ^ 0, so the roots are

unchanged. One usually just drops the prime notation used above and continues to

write e¡,f¡ and h¡, etc., for their natural images in g.

Let RZ = R ®z Z and define the pairing RZxA^Rby (a„ A,) - aJt. This

identifies RZ with the dual space h* of h and we write a,(/i,) for (a„ A,-). Then

gp = {x E g\[H, x] = ß(H)x for all i/ G A}. Let {w„ w2} c RZ be the basis dual

to {A,, A2). Then the weight lattice fi = Zw, + Zw2 contains the root lattice Z. The

set of dominant weights ß+ is defined to be {X E fi|X(A,) > 0 for /' = 1, 2}.

One can define a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form k on RZ relative to the

basis {a„ a2} by the matrix

2a2xd      ai2a2i<M

a2Xax2d     2ax2d J

The  positive rational  number d is  to be determined later.  Note that ay =

2k(a¡, aj)/k(a¡, a¡).

The Weyl group W is the group of endomorphisms of Z generated by rx and r2

where /¡a, = a, - a^a, for i,j S {1, 2}. Let W+ be the infinite cyclic subgroup of

W generated by (rxr2). The only essential relations among the group generators are

r\ = r\ — 1. Every element of W can be written uniquely in one of the two forms

(r\r%)' or rï(r\rï)' f°r ' e Z. The set of roots A is stable under rr1 as are the

dimensions of the root spaces. The set AÄ of real roots is the set of IP-conjugates of

the simple roots ax and a2. All the other roots are called imaginary and they

constitute the set A7. The R-linear extensions of r, and r2 to RZ are the simple

reflections with respect to a, and a2, respectively, and W acts as isometries on RZ

with respect to the form k. For w E W, let l(w) denote the minimal length of w as a

product of simple reflections and let sgn(w) = (-1)/(M,). Since d is chosen positive,

k(a, a) < 0 for real roots a. In [11] Moody has shown that A7 = {a E Z\k(a, a)

>0}.

For each a E ß we introduce a symbol e(a) and consider the set T of all formal

sums 2aeß xae(a) with the property that there exists a finite number of elements of

ß> Yi, Y2. • • •. y,> such that xa = 0 if a & Uj_! U„„.j.oÍY, - max - na2}. Then T

is an integral domain if

S xae(a) + 2 ^«eia) = 2 (^ + ya)e(a)

and

(2 v(«))(2 ^(0)) - 2 *.y,e(a + iß).
a,ß

It is in T that one has the character and denominator formulas. We are concerned

with the latter here. Let p = w, + w2 and ma = dim ga.
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Theorem (the Weyl-Macdonald-Kac denominator formula).

II   (l-e(a)r=   2    sgn(w)eOvp - p).
oEA- wBW

It is known that p — wxp = p — w2p if and only if wx = w2, and that p — wp =

2„eM,A-nA+ a- Both sides of this formula can therefore be expressed as formal

power series in the independent variables u = e( — ax) and v = e( — a2). We will

show that for one algebra the exponents of u and v axe simple linear combinations

of the Fibonacci numbers.

2. The specific case of aX2 = a2x = - 3. Suppose that ax2 = a2x = - 3. Then

«1(^2) = — 3 = a2(hx) and so a, = 2a;, — 3w2 and a2 = — 3w, + 2w2. Also, w, =

— \(2ax + 3a2) and u2 = — \(3ax + 2a^ so p = w, + w2 = — a, — a2. The sim-

ple reflections satisfy rx(a2) = a2 + 3a, and r2(ax) = a, + 3a2. Using this and the

usual root-string properties (see [11]) one can graph part of the root system for this

algebra. (See Figure 1.) It may be seen that roots which are IF-conjugate are

distributed on the branches of a hyperbola. Also, the dominant chamber ñ+

contains exactly one representative from each IF-conjugacy class of the negative

imaginary roots A-. These representatives are the elements of the form 5/ww, + np

for /' G (1, 2}, m, n > 0, (m, n) ¥^ (0, 0). If n = 0 then the distinct IF-conjugates of

5mw, are its images under W+. If n =£0 then all the IF-conjugates of 5/ww, + np

axe distinct. The only other negative roots are the real roots:

Line fixed by r Line fixed by r.

2 1

Figure 1 :  Root System
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(rxr2y(-ax) for i > 0,

r2(rxr2)'( — ax) for / > 0,

(rxr2)'(-a2) for / < 0,

r2(rir2)'(-a2) for/<0.

As Lepowsky and Moody have shown in [6], a convenient way to compute the

action of W is to find a basis in RZ with respect to which the endomorphism rxr2 is

diagonal. The eigenvalues of rxr2 are then the units e and e_1 in the real quadratic

field Ô(VZ> ), where D = aX2a2x(aX2a2X - 4) and e = ((aX2a2X - 2) + V15 )/2. If

y + is an eigenvector of rxr2 with eigenvalue e and y~ = r2y+ then y~ is an

eigenvector for rxr2 with eigenvalue e = e-1 (here the "bar" denotes conjugation in

the field). So with respect to the basis {y+, y "} the Weyl group elements of the

form (rxr2)' (for / E Z) have matrix representations (ó °-/) and those of the form

r2(rxr2)' (for i E Z) have matrix representations (^, ó )• This is consistent with the

column vector notation Ç) for xy+ + yy~.

In the case where ax2 = a2x = — 3 we have D = 45 and e = (7 + 3 V5 )/2

which is in the quadratic field Q(V5 ). The algebraic integers are {m + nco\m, n E

Z}, where co = (1 + V5 )/2 and w4 = e. Note that w = (1 - V5 )/2 satisfies

coco = — 1 so to-1 = -co. The Weyl group element (rxr2)' has the matrix represen-

tation

í"4'      ° )
I 0     «4//

and the element r2(rxr2)' has the matrix representation

(0     *«\

lw4'      0 /

with respect to y+ = (l/45)(-3a, - (ë + l^ = - (l/15)(a, + w2a2) and y~ =

(l/45)(-3a, - (e + l)a2) = - (l/15)(a, + w2«*^. (We have made the choice for

the positive rational number d = 15 which makes k(y+, y~) = 1.) We have

/ -3(e - 1)\ _ / _3V5 co2]        „   _/   3V5    \
a' = l-3(e--l)J-l3V5«2  J'       a2"U3V5J'

-ü)' --(r+i)-fô)-
Since « and w are the roots of x2 — x - 1 = 0 one knows that both satisfy

x' = x'~x + x'~2 for all / E Z. This allows one to write co' = a¡u + a¡_x where the

a¡ are the Fibonacci numbers defined by the conditions a0 = 0, ax = 1, a¡ = a,_, +

a¡_2 for all / E Z. One checks that a_¡ = (-l)' + xa¡, co' + w' = a1 + 1 + a(_,, co' — w'

= úf,(w - w) = a,V5 and w2' + w2' + w2'-2 + w2'"2 = (co - wX"2'"1 - w2'-') =

5a2,_,. Let us now write down the summation side of the denominator formula.
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Since

P =  W,   +  03
= (  ^r   )■\-3V5w/

V -3V5w4,+1/ V  3V5w4,+1  /

Using e(y+) = u1/i5v&/n and e(y~) = «'/'V2/'5 we see that

2    sgn(w)e(wp)=  2 [„^(^'-^ViV^^'-ü-Vii
»elf lez

_m3V5(u4' + i-ü* + i)/15ü3V^(ü>«+3-w4'+j)/15]

yez

So 2we^ sgn(w)e(vvp — p) = u~xv~x1ljeZ(-iyua:»*'v''^-' is the summation side of

the denominator formula for this algebra.

In order to write down the product side of the denominator formula we must list

all the negative roots, each exactly once. We have already done this for the

negative real roots. The negative imaginary roots are as follows:

Case 1. If m > 0 and n > 0 then all IF-conjugates of 5mto, + np axe distinct.

Case 2. If m > 0 and n > 0 then all IF-conjugates of 5mw2 + np axe distinct and

different from all those of Case 1.

Case 3. If n = 0 and m > 0 then all W+-conjugates of 5/ww, are distinct

negative roots not yet listed.

Case 4. If n = 0 and m > 0 then all IF """-conjugates of 5mu>2 are distinct

negative roots not yet listed.

In each of the above cases we shall use the notation C(m, n) for the root

multiplicity of 5mux + np, which, by the special symmetry of this algebra (ax2 =

a2x = — 3), is the same as the multiplicity of 5rnto2 + np. The multiplicity of real

roots is 1.

Case 1 (m > 0, n > 0).

Wi5m.x + nP)-\l {l5m + 3n^ + *>W\ ( (l5m + 3^ + ^
l\(l5m + 3n(w2 + 1))Ö54'/  \(15m + 3/i(w2 + l))u4\

Case 2.(m>0,n> 0).

.       [ / (15/Mco2 + 3n(œ2 + l))«4' \
IF(5mw2 + np) =       v v ,

(15/HÜ2 + 3«(w2 + l))«4' -

(15m«2 + 3n(w2 + l))«*'
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Case 3. (n = 0, m > 0).

W(5mcox) -iflW%
l\15mcô4,7

Case 4.(n = 0,m> 0).

^(5Wco2)=((15'"w4,+2>||/eZ
V       2J     Hl5mä4/+2/

Case 5. The negative real roots are

-3V5cö4'+2/ J U  3V5co4'+2  / J

-3 VI co^

3V5 co-

if we change / to - i in the last two sets they combine with the first two, giving

f(-3V?S-\#>0\ í(  3V5 co-
ll  3VW  / J U-3V5 52'

Cases 3 and 4 may be combined to give

i >0

{(ESHH
which, after some minor transformations, combines with Cases 1 and 2 to give all

the negative imaginary roots;

(15m + 3«(w2 + l)^2'"

(15m + 3n(co2 + l))co2',

(15m + 3n(co2 + l))co2''

(15m + 3n(w2 + l))tö2'

If we use this information to write the product side of the denominator formula

in terms of u and v, considerable simplification occurs. One finds that

(1 — e(a))m' =     [ (1 — M<m+n)ai+i+ma2i-iü(m+n)'l2'+3+ma2/+i)C(m'',)

i£Z,m>0,/i>0¡,

/ E Z, m > 0, n > 0

aeâ~ 1GZ
m>0
n>0

.    1 T    (I   —  u(m + i')''2i*\ + ma2l_ív(m + n)all_l + ma2¡_}\C(.m,n)

iez
»i>0
n>0

• Il ((1 - W*va^)(l - ua»+H>a»)}.
i>0

Replace i by — i in the first of these products and let/? = m and q = m + n. A

simple calculation shows that 5pco¡ + (q — p)p and 5 ceo, + (p — p)p are IP-con-

jugate, so that C(p, q — p) = C(q,p — q). This allows one further simplification

since {p > q > 0} u {q >P > 0} = {p > 0, q > I}.
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Theorem. The Weyl-Macdonald-Kac denominator formula for the GCM Lie

algebra whose matrix is (23 23) may be written in the following form:

n (i - upa2<-<+'"'2'+<v9a2'-,+'"'2'-:>)c(p,',~'')- n {(i - u"2ivaii+2)ii - u"1'*^"11)}

/ez ¡>o
p>0
q>\

= u~xv-x 2 i-iyu"*/**"»-'

JSZ

where C(m, n) is the root multiplicity of 5mw, + zip for i = 1, 2 and a¡ is the ith

Fibonacci number for all i G Z.

3. Comments. After "principal" specialization (u = v = x, see [5, §17]) of the

two-variable power series identity above one obtains a one-variable identity which

may be used to compute recursively the root multiplicities C(m, n). Also see [1].

While this computation is only for one specific algebra it is clear that similar

computations are possible for all of the rank 2 hyperbolic GCM Lie algebras. In

those cases a role is played by generalized Fibonacci numbers.
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